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gasclass Good Morning. Week 7 case on #gasclass now posted. Back to elective theatre this week. http://t.co/PD2PZY48
Sun Nov 13 22:42:42 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead RT @gasclass: Good Morning. Week 7 case on #gasclass now posted. Back to elective theatre this week. http://t.co/PD2PZY48
Sun Nov 13 23:13:02 PST 2011   

yvrgasman PCA vs epidural. Re-do surgery = longer, more bleeding ± pain = lean to epidural until you tell me she is 150kg & on warfarin. #gasclass
Sun Nov 13 23:35:32 PST 2011   

bagheera79 Given the history, what has she had before and did it work for her? Probs offer an epidural in the first instance. #gasclass
Sun Nov 13 23:49:20 PST 2011   
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passing_gas #gasclass PCA, TAP block+-catheters but depending on pt experiences and preferences and comorbidities, I reckon I'd whack an epidural in.
Mon Nov 14 0:12:41 PST 2011   

jeffdoran RT @gasclass: Good Morning. Week 7 case on #gasclass now posted. Back to elective theatre this week. http://t.co/rMcx5C2d
Mon Nov 14 1:40:07 PST 2011   

jeffdoran Yep, my default position here would be a thoracic epidural. Good point made about asking about her previous experience? #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 1:42:16 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead My preference here would be thoracic epidural too #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 3:36:16 PST 2011   

gasclass @yvrgasman #gasclass not on warfarin, that's not the issue this week!
Mon Nov 14 3:37:24 PST 2011   

blackburnmike Let me add my vote to the epidural brigade…. Low thoracic. PCEA? For postop low dose bupiv (0.1%) and 4-6mcg/ml Fentanyl.. #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 3:38:31 PST 2011   

gasclass Awake or asleep epidurals? How high or how low thoracic? #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 3:47:08 PST 2011   

welsh_gas_doc #gasclass Another vote for low thoracic epidural. Awake ideally. Anyone for a Painbuster?
Mon Nov 14 4:02:09 PST 2011   

welsh_gas_doc #gasclass The Painbuster .... http://t.co/u9zS8Z8Y
Mon Nov 14 4:06:26 PST 2011   
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blackburnmike @gasclass awake. Low thoracic.. T10-12 region. #gasclass.
Mon Nov 14 4:09:24 PST 2011   

OTJOnline RT @gasclass: Awake or asleep epidurals? How high or how low thoracic? #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 4:10:40 PST 2011   

gasclass @welsh_gas_doc have you used this? Does it work? #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 4:32:34 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead #gasclass I agree, awake epidural somewhere between T9-T11
Mon Nov 14 4:34:33 PST 2011   

welsh_gas_doc @gasclass Yes, the Painbusters seem to work nicely as long as surgeon is on-side and places it in the correct tissue plane. #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 4:48:09 PST 2011   

cat_gibson #gasclass epidural if technically easy, pca if not. Depends what she had and liked last time too. does epi effect outcome?
Mon Nov 14 4:54:08 PST 2011   

NeuroGasser #gasclass low thoracic epidural if no contraindic. Normally don't bother at this age, but longer surgery + ?underlying issues. Slow transit?
Mon Nov 14 9:51:25 PST 2011   

cringlem #gasclass I'm with a low thoracic epidural because I can. I don't think there will be a lot of evidence to back this up. So happy with PCA 2
Mon Nov 14 10:02:57 PST 2011   

passing_gas #gasclass Awake, T10.
Mon Nov 14 11:07:37 PST 2011   
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YathishRangappa #gasclass awake epidural or pca, her choice, I would prefer pca if it were me
Mon Nov 14 13:25:13 PST 2011   

jeffdoran Yeah would do epi awake. If there was some reason it couldn't be done awake I would probably move toward PCA. #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 14:19:41 PST 2011   

gasclass Thank you for your contributions yesterday. Seems that most would go for awake epidural. Is there any evidence? #gasclass
Mon Nov 14 23:11:48 PST 2011   

gasclass Further information now posted for #gasclass week 7. http://t.co/PD2PZY48
Mon Nov 14 23:13:15 PST 2011   

skinner_doc #gasclass Opioids for back pain ergo abnormal pain perception and responses. Epidural. PCA when that is no good. Nothing will be any good.
Mon Nov 14 23:38:35 PST 2011   

jeffdoran RT @skinner_doc: 'Nothing will be any good' <<<< am worried this might be the case. #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 3:24:32 PST 2011   

passing_gas #gasclass She needs to be educated about risks & benefits of available options. That includes the chance of failure or inadequate analgesia.
Tue Nov 15 3:30:07 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead #gasclass if she agrees would go for epidural. Why did it fail first time? #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 6:42:38 PST 2011   

cat_gibson #gasclass being sceptical but nothing will work so do least risky... Pca . Maybe consider fentanyl pca. Enduse reg meds, pre op chat ...
Tue Nov 15 9:40:19 PST 2011   
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bagheera79 pre-operative counselling re:expectations and previous problems may help. Psychologically she's expecting to be sore. #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 11:02:46 PST 2011   

bagheera79 I'd still give her an epidural, I think. With a morphine or fentanyl PCA for rescue. minimal quick surgery is important. #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 11:08:48 PST 2011   

blackburnmike #gasclass fentanyl PCA. now feel that this patient is too much of a psychological risk for epidural. And would also consider ../cont
Tue Nov 15 11:12:55 PST 2011   

blackburnmike #gasclass /.. Bilateral epidural catheters placed by surgeon in rectus sheath, 0,25% bupivacaine, bolus 10-20ml q6h
Tue Nov 15 11:14:02 PST 2011   

jeffdoran I think I would opt for PCA now too given expectations. Maximal use of adjuncts and counselling. Set realisitc expectations #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 13:07:12 PST 2011   

jeffdoran Anyone used low dose ketamine infusion for problematic post op pain? #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 13:10:32 PST 2011   

blackburnmike @jeffdoran #gasclass and the Ketamine sticks it's head over the parapet again.. We've done it once or twice. Under duress.
Tue Nov 15 19:15:07 PST 2011   

blackburnmike @bagheera79 #gasclass agree with extensive counseling. Not sure if it will work tho. She's already decided that she is going to be in agony
Tue Nov 15 19:17:24 PST 2011   

gasclass Good Morning. Final information added to this weeks case. http://t.co/PD2PZY48 #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 23:09:08 PST 2011   
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gasclass @blackburnmike #gasclass is this like a glorified TAP block?
Tue Nov 15 23:10:08 PST 2011   

gasclass @blackburnmike How much fentanyl would she need as a PCA bolus? #gasclass
Tue Nov 15 23:10:50 PST 2011   

blackburnmike @gasclass no, more like a continuous rectus sheath block #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 0:33:55 PST 2011   

blackburnmike @gasclass 0.5mcg/kg/bolus with a 10min lockout? Anyone have any other mixtures? #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 0:35:21 PST 2011   

bagheera79 I've never been thanked by a patient for using a ketamine infusion- but I have for turning it off. #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 2:40:31 PST 2011   

bagheera79 She might not have the oral route available post-op, high chance of ileus in her case. Fent PCA 50mcg bolus/15 min lock .... #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 2:49:31 PST 2011   

bagheera79 ... and i'd keep her patch on, adjusting PCA up or down as needed. Can have oramorph if she wants. Small incision still important. #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 2:53:15 PST 2011   

jeffdoran If planning on fent PCA what would you do regarding her fent patch? Continue with PCA on top or include dose in PCA calculations? #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 2:54:22 PST 2011   

blackburnmike Classic. RT @bagheera79: I've never been thanked by a patient for using a ketamine infusion- but I have for turning it off. #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 5:05:06 PST 2011   
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gasclass RT @jeffdoran: If planning on fent PCA what would you do regarding her fent patch? Continue with PCA on top or include dose in PCA calculations?
#gasclass
Wed Nov 16 5:23:19 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead How about plain epidural and Fentanyl PCA? Leave the patch on otherwise it gets complicated #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 5:24:33 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead I'd go for 50mcg bolus with 5 minute lockout on the PCA #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 5:26:22 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead RT @gasclass: Good Morning. Final information added to this weeks case. http://t.co/PD2PZY48 #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 5:30:00 PST 2011   

gasclass @bagheera79 Likely to need a big incision #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 10:47:17 PST 2011   

bagheera79 For cosmetic reasons they'll almost certainly reopen the old midline scar with attendant pain issues. #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 11:32:13 PST 2011   

bagheera79 A good surgeon will avoid a full-on nuts to nipples reopening though, which will help. (gender adapted, obviously....) #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 11:34:35 PST 2011   

skinner_doc #gasclass Ludicrous dose of fentanyl for non cancer pain. Proves my point. All interventions doomed. Needs to keep away from surgeons.
Wed Nov 16 11:43:30 PST 2011   

gasclass @skinner_doc may be doomed but surgeon has told her she needs surgery #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 11:48:07 PST 2011   
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bagheera79 these cases pitch up every so often on lists, good to have an idea of some game plans. "gasclass topic no.137: heartsink punters" #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 13:00:14 PST 2011   

skinner_doc #gasclass I understand that, but it is folly, esp if the indications are soft. The focus is probably the wrong side of the foramen magnum
Wed Nov 16 13:19:50 PST 2011   

blackburnmike #gasclass realistic expectations need to be discussed. She will have postop pain. Unrealistic to expect otherwise...
Wed Nov 16 13:35:09 PST 2011   

chrisnjones #gasclass slightly late to this one...but does no one do asleep epidurals?
Wed Nov 16 13:53:57 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead “@blackburnmike: #gasclass realistic expectations need to be discussed. She will have postop pain..." I agree but need an initial plan
Wed Nov 16 14:17:08 PST 2011   

blackburnmike @ijwhitehead #gasclass I have a plan. This is my under promise and over deliver backup...:-)
Wed Nov 16 14:24:15 PST 2011   

blackburnmike RT@chrisnjones: #gasclass slightly late..but does no one do asleep epidurals?<--- HERESY! Stone him! (just kidding, I'm happier with awake.)
Wed Nov 16 14:25:55 PST 2011   

yvrgasman RT @chrisnjones: #gasclass slightly late to this one...but does no one do asleep epidurals?
Wed Nov 16 20:49:24 PST 2011   

yvrgasman “@chrisnjones: #gasclass slightly late to this one...but does no one do asleep epidurals?” in kids, always:-)
Wed Nov 16 20:50:15 PST 2011   
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chrisnjones @yvrgasman #gasclass fair enough...adults anyone?
Wed Nov 16 22:48:33 PST 2011   

ijwhitehead @chrisnjones @yvrgasman not done one asleep for years in adults. #gasclass
Wed Nov 16 23:36:04 PST 2011   

chrisnjones @ijwhitehead @yvrgasman interested because our unit pretty much does only asleep (paramedian) epidurals (elective non-obs) #gasclass
Thu Nov 17 0:34:52 PST 2011   

gasclass Anyone for combination of epidural and PCA? #gasclass
Thu Nov 17 6:12:50 PST 2011   

passing_gas #gasclass The only reason I'd do a combo would be to hedge my bets and as an attempt to placate patient. Otherwise not unless epi failed.
Thu Nov 17 11:54:15 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc #gasclass sorry for delayed chipping in - nice case and not uncommon. People often worry about combining systemic and epidural opioids
Thu Nov 17 14:06:34 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc if the on opiates, 2ug/ml in the epidural mix makes no difference. Combined abdosacral procedures are difficult for just epidural. #gasclass
Thu Nov 17 14:10:26 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc #gasclass communication and patient rapport is key, management of expectations very important.
Thu Nov 17 14:12:15 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc I reassure patient I'll make their epidural work. If in pain I resite. No point trying to make a rubbish epidural work! #gasclass
Thu Nov 17 14:13:24 PST 2011   
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traumagasdoc #gasclass epidural plus PCA works well for trauma patients with multiple injuries (e.g. fractured ribs plus leg fractures).
Thu Nov 17 14:15:08 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc If inserting your epidural you're not sure it's in the right place I promise it's going to be a rubbish epidural. Start again! #gasclass
Thu Nov 17 14:16:57 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc #gasclass you may have gathered I have a bee in my bonnet about this.
Thu Nov 17 14:17:38 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc #gasclass don't leave 3.5cm in the space for ward epidurals. At least 5cm, otherwise they come out the following morning during pt's wash.
Thu Nov 17 14:19:38 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc #gasclass for this patient I'd continue the fentanyl patch and add epidural around T9/10. Ask surgeon exactly where they're going to cut.
Thu Nov 17 14:22:03 PST 2011   

OTJOnline RT @traumagasdoc: #gasclass epidural plus PCA works well for trauma patients with multiple injuries (e.g. fractured ribs plus leg fractu ...
Thu Nov 17 14:27:53 PST 2011   

OTJOnline RT @traumagasdoc: #gasclass communication and patient rapport is key, management of expectations very important.
Thu Nov 17 14:28:05 PST 2011   

traumagasdoc Sometimes in muscular fit people 0.1% bupivicaine isn't enough to prevent pain. Increase bup concentration to 0.15 (ish)% #gasclass
Thu Nov 17 14:30:33 PST 2011   

skinner_doc #gasclass ONly on HDU
Thu Nov 17 22:31:20 PST 2011   
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blackburnmike #gasclass IMHO epidural phenylpiperidine opiates so rapidly absorbed into circulation that may as well give them as IV infusion. Discuss?
Thu Nov 17 22:38:58 PST 2011   

blackburnmike #gasclass we used to use 6mcg/ml Fentanyl in 0,1% bupiv. At 10ml/h epidurally that is 60mcg/h. Could entirely explain the analgesia....
Thu Nov 17 22:48:12 PST 2011   

cringlem @blackburnmike #gasclass I give 1/3ml per kg of epi mixture for paeds. Thats a 2mcg/ml Fentanyl so thats a lot of fent. Same effect as IV???
Fri Nov 18 1:33:21 PST 2011   

gasclass Thanks for all the contributions to this weeks #gasclass. A summary and transcript will be posted shortly.
Fri Nov 18 9:48:03 PST 2011   
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